SWIMMING CLASSES MUST WAIT A BIT

The town of Iowan is still in the process of planning for the new swimming center. It is too early to say when the pool will be ready. In the meantime, the community is encouraged to continue its swimming activities at the current location.

The Daily Iowan


You will want to see the New Waists for Ladies which just arrived

BEAUTIFUL CREATIONS

In Crepe du Chine, Crepe Meteor and Silk, which have come to us direct from the fashion market in the East

MILLINERY AND MISSES' SUITS

We are displaying the late Fall Hats for Women and Little Ladies. Be sure to see them.

Nifty, new, Misses' Suits in all of the late colors and textures. We want every Little Woman in Iowa City and vicinity to see these wonderfully pretty suits

The Fashion Shop

206 EAST WASHINGTON ST.

---D-R--W-O-N-O--A-N--
ENGLERT THEATRE

MONDAY 27 SEPTEMBER

JOHN W. VOGEL'S BIG MINSTRELS in the Operatic Farce Comedy

"JAPLAND" OR THE GARDEN OF THE MIKADO

Seat Sale Opens Saturday Noon

50 - 50

FREE STREET PARADE AT NOON

Prices--50-75-$1.00

UNABLE TO READ PRINT

Invention by Physician Professor

Van Dine Simple, Marvelous Method

of Correcting Light Waves.

An instrument by which the blind are enabled to read the words on the printed page is the invention of Dr. F. C. Brown of the department of physics.

Announced to the public some months ago, the instrument has been given prominence in press reports throughout the country. Scientists have become interested and several of them have purchased articles describing the new method for sightless reading.

Dr. Brown has made possible this hitherto unheard-of aid to the blind by discovering a way of changing light waves into sound waves. Simple Machine.

The instrument consists of a box, weighing two pounds which may be called the "eye," a set of selenium crystals, an arrangement of electrical connections, a set of interrupters, and a pair of receivers. In reading, a box-like "eye" is moved over the letters and the receivers are fastened to the ear. Normal ears are needed which better produce a distinct sound. When the box is moving over blank paper no sound is heard.

The tones are produced by a small slit in the box where it moves over the lines of print. This slit is illuminated by an electric light. Below the slit are two selenium crystals which are part of an electric circuit. When the slit comes to the letter V, for example, the upper part of the character is read first. Complete Light Waves. A change in light affects one of highly sensitive selenium crystals, increasing the resistance in the circuit. A part of the current is thereby deflected into a subsidiary circuit in which are placed two or more interrupters. The revolutions of these interrupters give out varying electric currents, which are in turn converted into sound waves and carried into the receivers.

Dr. Brown demonstrated the use of the instrument this week before a convention of scientists at Des Moines, Iowa, at the institute for the blind. Twenty pupils were tried and all of them failed to detect letters. Students and teachers alike were enthusiastic over the possibilities of the invention.

FIFTY FIRST-YEAR MEN ANSWER CALL

TURN OUT FOR FIRST LESSON UNDER COACHES.

Hawley Continues Search for Endo—

Will Not Comment on Team Prospects Yet.

Fifty freshmen football candidates reported to Coach Hawley and Ludden at Iowa field yesterday afternoon. The first-year instructors bore assurance efforts to whip the freshman squad into condition for the ensuing scrimmages that are to come with the season.

The funeral coach appeared somewhat light, mark lighter, in fact, than the freshman team of last year. The coaches, however, say that there is considerable promising material in the squad and are confident that they will be able to build an eleven that will give Hawley's varsity some stiff work.

Questions Followed Work.

Coach Hawley continued the routine preliminary work. He brought football dealing, the booting drill and the charging situations into action and finished off the day's activities with a long signal drill. He gave the men several more places to work out and called the freshman line into play at at the signal whistle.

The Hawkeye coach is still searching among his varsity squad of fifty men for two capable ends. This afternoon he worked Davis, Mortimer, McKey, False, Kadosky, Holt, Heidrick and Shrauger at the extra positions. Davis, McKey and Mortimer showed up well and it may be that Davis will be shifted from the backfield to the line. In this position he could be called back any time to carry the ball.

In the signal practice, Hawley used in the first string, Gross, Gabretti, Wilk, Lash, Wyland, Backer, Kowich, McKey, Klawunn, Barter and Shrauger. He used four sets of backs against the backing strap. The first string consisted of Gross, Lash and Wilk. The second of Kowich, Kowich, Munson and Gabretti.

Looking Ahead Next Week.

Coach Hawley remains silent on the prospects of the Hawkeyes and is content to drive the nest of a strenuous pace in an effort to bring them to mid-season form as early as possible. This far Bickel, who worked Tuesday afternoon, is the only man on the injured list. He was not in uniform today, but will be out again the latter part of the week.

Trainer Watson is watching the men carefully and is grasping on almost as possible against the injuries which have shattered prospects in past seasons.

It is probably that Hawley will send the varsity against the Freshmen in a real scrimmage before the end of the week.

During the latter part of the practice session today Hawley had Davis and Lash in one corner of the field passing and dropping kicks. Lash hit several pretty kicks, good for forty-five yards to sixty yards, while Davis proved unexpectedly adept at dropping the ball across the crossbar. He handled several drop kicks successfully from the 20 and 30 yard lines from different angles.

Are You on Time? Listen! For a few days we have a very Special Prize on a high grade Alarm Clock.

Eagles Prize $1.00

SALE PRICE $ .69

Every Clock Guaranteed. Come and See Us.

SMITH & CILEK

The Big Hardware

STUDENTS-

Knowledge and Appearance

Are Two of the Essential Things in Life—Therefore by patronizing

Iowa's Highest Grade Launderers, Dyers, and French Dry Cleaners

You Can Get the Appearance

NEW PROCESS LAUNDRY CO.

211-131 Iowa Ave. Phone 294 for the red wagons to call.

A Wireless

Message for

YOU

We send you this message today for the pur-

pose of inviting you to our Fall Shoe Feast! ITS READY!

It would takes miles of talk to do our Good Shoes justice and for this reason.

We Invite You to Come to See!

Our greatest pleasure will be in showing you! Compare our Shoe Styles and Qualities with the other sort of shoes. Then Compare our prices!

PHILIP STACH

IOWA CITY, I. A.

TOW THE SIMPLEST

"THE HOME OF GOOD SHOES"

Mr. and Mrs. Ubo Riedel

Announce the opening of their new Conservatory of Music and Dramatic Art at 121-12 E. Iowa Avenue.

Registration for work will start Monday September 20

A Wireless Message for YOU

We send you this message today for the purpose of inviting you to our Fall Shoe Feast! IT'S READY!

It would take miles of talk to do our Good Shoes justice, and for this reason.

We invite you to come to see!

Our greatest pleasure will be in showing you! Compare our shoe styles and qualities with the other sort of shoes. Then compare our prices!

PHILIP STACH

IOWA CITY, I. A.

TOW THE SIMPLEST

"THE HOME OF GOOD SHOES"

STUDENTS-

Knowledge and Appearance

Are Two of the Essential Things in Life—Therefore by patronizing

Iowa's Highest Grade Launderers, Dyers, and French Dry Cleaners

You Can Get the Appearance

NEW PROCESS LAUNDRY CO.

211-213 Iowa Ave. Phone 294 for the red wagons to call.

A Wireless Message for YOU

We send you this message today for the purpose of inviting you to our Fall Shoe Feast! IT'S READY!

It would take miles of talk to do our Good Shoes justice, and for this reason.

We invite you to come to see!

Our greatest pleasure will be in showing you! Compare our shoe styles and qualities with the other sort of shoes. Then compare our prices!

PHILIP STACH

IOWA CITY, I. A.

TOW THE SIMPLEST

"THE HOME OF GOOD SHOES"
Practically Every Fraternity and Club of the University

BUYS OUR GROCERIES

H. S. CHASE & CO., GROCERS

DES MOINES, IOWA

We have local representatives among the student body who will call on you

FUTURE ORDERS NOW BEING FILLED

We Can Show You a Net Saving That Will Surprise You